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OPPORTUNITY FOR
FURTHER PROGRESS
Last week the Leader carried h news
story reporting urgent recommendation of a
representative of the Portland Cemen'. Association that Princeton build all the permanently paved streets possible before the National Defense Program further limits ability
of WPA to lend present generous cooperation
in this. Today's Leader prints the story of
Princeton's street construction over a period
of 5 years.
While it is true, to the great credit of
those forward looking leaders who inaugurated this program and the citizens whu have
carried it along so well, that Princeton stantls
in the front rank of Kentucky towns of its
size in obtaining improved streets via WPA
aid, there is still much work of this Kind to
be done, notably on Main street and all
around the high school grounds.
Plenty of property ownerS here know
what concrete street improvement costs
when there is no federal aid. A good many
others realize how much of Princeton's recent progress must be credited to the vast
improvement of her streets during i ecent
years.
All should take cognizance of today's
opportunity to get the best possible surfaces
on streets and lend themselves to working
out a program purpose of which will be to
push Princeton further forward as a town of
progress and a splendid place in which to live
and do business.

Member West Kentucky Press Association

A GOOD CITIZEN
A feeling of widespread regret spread
quickly through this community last week
when it became known that Princeton might
lose C. W. Gowin.
This always gentlemanly, constantly
courteous, energetically efficient citizen came
here in 1929 and made himself an influence
/or good and for progress in the community.
Even at the busiest seasons, Mr.
Gowin was always safelr to be counted
upon to do more than his share in lifting
community burdens. Only recently and during the early part of the pre-Christmas
shopping season, he was one of the ardent
supporters of and active workers in the Community Chest campaign. For years he has
been among the most active and dependable
members of the Kiwanis Club and an officer
who had the respect, admiration and good
will of every other member of that organi
zation.
And, as everywhere else in the community, this man, by his devoted servic
e, was
a powerful influence for good in his religio

us
life, a Sunday School teacher and an officer
of Princeton's largest church, the First
Baptist.
Hence, it has not been surprising that
other citizens here, who have the best interests of the community at heart, have taken
it upon themselves to urge Mr. Gowin
to remain in Princeton, where his talents
and
ability are recognized and appreciated;
for
Princeton knows it ill can afford to lose
such
a citizen.
The Leader is not advised concer
ning
4/tr. Gowin's future course. He is at
the peak
of his productive period, the beginn
ing of his
best business years. We earnestly
hope he
will find it possible and
desirable to remain
among us; but if this shall be found
impossible and he decides to cast his lot
elsewhere,
he will go with the cordial
best wishes of
every business and profes
sional man in
town; and men and women alike,
in all walks
of life, will recognize in his
departure a distinct loss to Princeton and Caldwe
ll county.
To the new Penney manag
er, Merle
Drain, the Leader joins Princeton
folk in extending a cordial welcome. He
comes with
a fine record of efficient
performance behind
him and can be expected to take
his rightful
place among the town's business
leaders.
That his lot here will be a happy
one and his
experience in business profitable is
our wish;
and we believe in this he may confid
ently expect the cooperation of our people.

NEW EUROPE AMERICA AIR LANE?

LONDON CHIMES
Spitfires and Blenheims,
Said the bells of St. Clement's,
Aren't built for five farthings,
Sid the bells of St. Martin's.
Donations, I pray ye,
Said the bells of Old Bailey,
On account o' the Blitz,
Said the bells of Shoreditch.
Downhearted? Not we!
Said the bells of Stepney;
Lor' love yer, no, no,
Boomed the big bell of Bow.
(Courtesy "Punch")
•

Length of the Mississippi
river system,
from its delta on the Gulf
of Mexico to the
headwaters of the Missouri is
4,200 miles.
•
The Archbishop Usher,
basing his calculation on Biblical records,
set the creation
of the world at 4004 B.
C.
•
The laws of inherited
characteristics
were first stated by Grego
r J. Mennel, an
Austrian llsbot, who died
in 1884.

Prowling On
Main Street

Possible and plane
bases at Arsukfjord
and Jameson Land on
Scoresby Sound
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(By Associated Press)
Could invasion of America come this way?
Science is asking this question today on the basis
of disclosure by Dr. William H. Hobbs of the
University of Michigan that a land-air "bridge"
exists between the United States and Europe via
Labrador, Greenland, Iceland and England.
Shortest water hop Is 900 miles.
Dr. Hobbs discussed the "bridge" at a recent

•

WHAT ABOUT
DRUNK WALKERS?
We hear and read a lot about drunken
driving of automobiles and how many grievous accidents this lamentable practice causes;
but not enough information is bruited about
on the subject of drunken walking.
Figures just released by Donald S.
Berry of the National Safety Council indicate
the drunk walkers suffer in greater proportion than do sober folk from drunken drivers,
surprising as this may be.
Writing in the?' latest issue of the Quarterly Journal of Studies in Alcohol, Mr. Berry
says that upon the basis of figures from
state and city police and motor vehicle departments, the proportion of drinking drivers
involved in motor car accidents has risen
from 7 percent in 1933, first year of repeal,
to 11 percent in 1939. During the same period, this authority reports, there was f- still
sharper increase in the proportion of drinking pedestrians involved in fatal mishaps,
from 8 percent to 15 percent.
, A noted humorist said recently: "There
ought to be two kinds of licenses issued, one
to buy liquor and one to operate a car, and
one should be suspended while the other is
in operation."
But what should be done about the
drunken pedestrian who, apparently, is more
numerous than the drinking driver?
There is an old saying that "The Lord
looks out for drunks and fools," but the
varieties of both that take chances with mixing
alcohol and gasoline seem to be the Devil'
s
particular favorites.
•

day, Jan.

Thursday. Jan.

PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
Princeton business folk will be. Interested to know that only 36 percent
of all active corporations In this country operated at a profit in 1940, leaving 64 percent which did not .... This
is, of course, one reason why Big Business howls about "governmental interference"; and it is pretty rough to
have to pay all those Jobless, old-age,
compensation and other benefit taxes,
in addition to regular federal and
state levies, if you're losing money on
your investment and your whole business operation.
•
county selectees going
blythely off for "a year's military
training" may find they are in the
army now . .. "for the duration," like
we were back in 1917-18 . . Japan is
getting ready to fight the United
States "like wildcats" and ''we are
in
the war as soon as Hitler says we
are
in the war," newspaper headlines
tell
us . . . Well, it certainly looks like
we
are progressively taking the
steps
which will lead to belligerency
along
about June.
Caldwell

•
If the gals' "permanent
waves"
would only last like our "tempo
rary
taxes" maybe we could get,
closer to
that balanced budget.
•
This Changing World
At five, the youngster says:
"The
stork brought us a new baby
sister."
At ten: "My dad can lick any
man
twice his size."
At fifteen: "Girls are--blah."
At twenty: "Just give me a
chance
—I'll show 'em."
At twenty-five: "The system
is all
wrong; there should be a reform.
'
At thirty: "In a few years
people
will wake up and demand
their rights.
At thirty-five: "I'd rich if I
had
stayed single."
At forty: "Give me another
bottle of
that hair tonic."
At forty-five: "I'm sick of
reformers."
At fifty: "I always drink rye
--Bourbon upsets my stomach."
At fifty-five: "Thank God,
I've got a
good bed."
At sixty: "I was mighty
lucky to
pick such a fine woman."
At sixty-five: "I feel as
young as I
did twenty years ago."
At seventy: "I don't
know what
these modern young people
are coming to."
At seventy-five: "Hurry,
Ma, or we
will be late for church."
—The March of Type.
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meeting of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. He reported discovery
of two big "holes" in wind barriers which airmen have believed impassable up to now.
There are two wind belts over Greenland, one
below the other and each whirling in an opposite direction. By choosing the right altitude,
Dr. Hobbs reported, flyers could nearly always
make certain of having a tail wind. Use of the
routes would involve building several baser

By G. M. P.

Odd

A newspaper friend who lived in
China 11 years and who wrote a book
while waiting for his divorce in Nevada, was a gold mine of interesting
informaton. Once he told me about
Chinese advertising and here Lie some
samples:
•
"High Class Tailor. Respectable ladies may have fits upstairs."
"Rice, barley, hay, horse factory."
"Tailoring for all kinds of gents and
ladies."
"We do all kinds of everything"
"Tennis racquets restrang. Ping
Pons well repaired. Golf clubs and
other sports."
"The Paris Unique Domestic Healthy
Eatables Company."
•
London Ky.) loses a fire chief of
long standing . . and the Kentuc
ky
Press Association gains a new pres'dent this week. Yep. Russell Liycls•-.
who has bossed ths fire-putters-cut
of
the pretty Laurel county seat
since
the memory of man runneth
not to
the contrary quit last week 'and
Saturday will become the new head
of the
newspaper group . . . Of course
Russell is interested in other thirgs
besides the fire department at
London.
He publishes the Sentinel-Ec
ho, an
excellent weekly; owns and
eperates
the town's water plant, is the
moving
spirit behind Wilderness Road
State
Park, near his town, and is
quite a lad
generally in his section of the
State.
•
The good old reliable
Associated
Press is getting downright modern
and
zippy latterly . . . Uster be
AP stories
were dry, matter-of-fact,
prosaic and
often dull accounts of news
leippening, but very reliable ... Losing
nothing of this primary virtue,
the AP
boys who write the news
have been
pepping it up lately; like
this:
•
"A load of market bound
hogs nearly became barbecue
today but the
agility of the truck driver
saved them
for sausage and spare-ribs"
. . . The
accidental fire occurred at
a filling
station near Frankfort last
Monday.
Driver got the hogs out, and
insurance
paid for the damage to
the truck.
•
News is read in newspapers
by 100,000,000'persons in this
nation every
day . . . It lases nothin
g when it is
Interestingly written .
. The Associated Press gives Leader
readers reliable, interesting news,
pictures and
features that make Americ
an newspapers outstanding in
the world . . .
And you don't get Associa
ted Press In
many weeklies.
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The International Uniform Sunday School Lesson for Jan. 19
Teat: Luke 14:15-24
• • •
0W many persons are indined to long for the opportunity to do great things, or to
not
have privileges which are
theirs! Yet many live In the
presence of great opportunity
without being aware of it, and
through their slackness and lack
of regard for duty they constantly miss out on the means of high
attainments.
Jasus put this Into the form ot
a story which we call "The
Parable of the Great Supper."
A fellow guest where Jesus had
been entertained, in hls enthusiasm, had said, "Blessed is he
that shall eat bread in the Kingdom of God." Yet all the privileges and the glories of the
Kingdom of Heaven were offered
to those who sat at meat with
Jesus, and it was this that inspired His story.
• • •
THE narrative is simple and
A certain man
effective.
made a great supper and invited
many guests, but when he sent
his servants to tell them to come.
that everything was ready. they
all with one consent began to
make excuses. The excuses were
as flimsy as all excuses to grasp
opportunity usually are.
One man had bought a field
which he said he must go and
see. Common sense would have
dictated that he should have
gone to see the field before he
bought it. Another, who had

fl

bought live yoke of oxen, said
that he ought to go and prove
them, although te ought to have
known a littl. more about the
quality of the oxen before he
bought them Another man had
married a wife so he could not
come, but someone has made the
remark that ii newly married
wife is always Interested In attending feasts. Perhaps Jesus in
the story wa Jed to stress the
foolishness o' excuses and of
those who make them.
But the man who had provided
the supper found a way of having guests He sent out in the
highwa3,3 and the lanes and
brought In the poor and the
maimed, the halt and the blind.
• • •
THE meaning of the parable
While
` seems very clear.
those who seem to be the called
mercy
the
reiect
chosen
and the
and the grace of God, He bestows that grace upon the needy
and the siliful, and ail who will
may come to the feast of *lace.
There is something of a paraltei in the play by Barrie, entitled "Dear Brutus." where,
taking the saying of a Shakespearean character, "The fault,
dear Brutus, lies not In our stars
but in ourselves." Barrie gives
all the characters in the play
who have failed In life a second
chance, which they muff as
badly as they muffed the first. It
Cakes some- bins mo-e than opportunity to create character and
attain salvation.
God spreata the feast, but
upon man depends the response
to the invitation.

Why Grandpa Liked The Good 01' Days

Page Three
30 Million Tomato
Plants In Fulton
Thirty million tomato plants
helped farmers out in Fulton
county, Kentucky, last year. They
sold for 75 cents a handled.
In the sandy soil of the delta
section of the county, farmers
are shifting to vegetable production, notes County Agent S. V.
Ina Offinal report.-A
Yoy,
Tennessee cannery last season
bought the production of 12I
acres of English peas, 150 acres
of crowder peas, 150 acres ot
black-eyed peas, 700 acres of tomatoes, 200 acres of greens, and
200 acres of lima beans, sweet
potatoes and pumpkins. The
company Is doubling its contracts for 1941.

This act's about "That Old Gray Bonnet."

And here we have the "Beach Boys."

Tough On

MACON, Mo. (W)—The quail
probably had a Merry Christman
but as for the hawks-As a special holiday hunting
feature, Macon sportsmen contributed $100 for a fund to Pay &
bounty of 25 cents each on quailkilling hawks bagged in the holiday season.

Associated Press
Feature Service
Homesickness for the quaint
old days when people rode in
buggies and war, unemployment,
unrest were unknown, 'is

and

causing a Pacific coast show called "Grandfather Follies" to mow

• I.-

Winchell reports that Grinnell
College alumni have asked that
the premiere of the movie "Meet
John Doe," starring Gary Cooper,
be given in the Iowa town. When
a student at Grinnell, Cooper
was rejected by the dramatic
society, whose members thought
he had no talent for acting.

down the box-office records.
It works in 140 old-time songs,
revives many tender memories.
Costumes are mostly authentic
copies of those 'worn by sliciwgiris
long ago. But though old-fashioned in theme the presentation

Washington Daybook

doesn't lag in pace.
"Grandfather's Follies," AmerBy Jack Stinnett
ican from start to finish, origican be measured only in acres, nated in Paris under direction of
By Associated Press
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A Gentle Laxative
Good For Children
Most any child who takes this
tasty laxative once will welcome it
the next time he's constipated and
it has him headachy, cross, listless,
with bad breath, coated tongue or
little appetite.
Syrup of Black-Draught is a tasty
liquid companion to the famous
BLACK-DRAUGHT. The principal
ingredient is the same in both
products; helps impart tone to lazy
bowel muscles.
The Syrup's flavor appeals to
most children, and, given by the
dimple directions, its action is
usually gentle, but thorough. Remember Syrup of Black-Draught
-txt time. Two sizes: 50c and 25o.

)NLY $25 MORE FOR AN
EIGHT IN ANY MODEL!

DON"T DO IT:
The law-abiding

beer retailer is a respected
business man and citizen of your community.
He recognizes his chic and social responsibilities by conducting his place in a clean,
orderly way for your enjoyment of a wholesome beverage in wholesome surroundings.
He doesn't want to lose his license to do
business. His job and the jobs of' his employees are at stake when customers ask him
to "wink at the law" by selling after hours,
selling to minors, permitting rowdyism and
gambling.
So please don't ask him to risk his license,
his business, and the jobs of his employees
by urging him to break the law.

KENTUCKY BREWERS & BEER
DISTRIBUTORS COMMITTEE
Frank F.. Dauglserty
Mat. Diewettar

SOS Martin Kr11,4/0 Bldg.
1.44•1.•111.0.

emotenwl ummem• samayswMftWx
itIANY PEOPLE resin it hard to
LTA- believe that a new Pontiac
"Torpedo" costs as little as it
does. That is easy to understand. Pontiac looks like a lot
the luxury of its Fisher body
And
of money.
tdda definitely to that impression.
In reality, however, Pontiac prices are within
reach of aro new car buyer. They begin at
0129 sod progress upward in very easy stages.

De Laxe "Torpedo" Six Two-Door Sedan $874* (white sidewall tires extra)
What's more,owners say that their Pontiac* are
very economical to operate. If you're planning
to buy a new car soon, be sure to consider a
Pontiac "Torpedo." It's built right and priced
right to give you more for your money.
PONTIAC PRICES BEGIN AT sani FOR THE DE
LUICE "TORPEDO" SIX. BUSINESS COUPE

*Delivered at Petti•c. State tax, Wisest *gripwent, accetsorier —extra. Prices sabfect to chaxge
witheat motive.

MI Mr CAR WITH TN1 UN MCI

O'HARA MOTOR CO.
Princeton, Ky.
E. Main St.

'ff
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Golden Glovers
To Square Off
Here Jan. 20-22

Thursday, Jan. 16,

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky

Paul Brown Signed As Ohio Stale Grid Coach

State WPA Rolls Cut
By lobs In Industry
But Relief Work Load
Here Has Not Declined
With WPA rolls reported to be
sharply declining in Kentucky,
due to private reemployment,
Mrs. Katy Mae McBride, ieferrel
agent here, says if Caldwell
county's relief rolls have changed
at all, there was slight increase
of applicants and workers in
1940 over 1939.
Mrs. McBride says the approximate number of workers here
last year on WPA projects was
increased slightly probably because of several street projects
and building of the county courthouse, on which a number of
WPA laborers were used.
Present number of workers employed through WPA in Caldwell
county is 202, she said.

31 Aspirants For
— Amateur Ring Honors Sign For First
Round Bouts Here

The Princeton division of the
Southern Kentucky Golden
Mows boxing tournamf nt will
awing into action at East Side
/School gymnasium Monday night
Jan 20, with a well filled card of
ring-aspiriants from three counties. Fistic activity will continue
through Wednesday night. A
total of 31 fighters had signed
for the bouts Wednesday.
Winners here will make another stand at Bowling Green the
following week, and those successful there are slated for Nashville to compete for the chamSchool have lost only one game in
Paul Brown (right), whose teams at the Mass lion, 0., High
spicinship of the South. Chicago
State University Tuesday. He is
Ohio
at
coach
football
head
Golden
appointed
the
the last 60 contests, was
Is final rung of
(left) and Capt.-elect Jack
John
St.
W.
L.
Director
Aathletic
Gloves ladder, after superiority shown after his appointment with
(Associated Press Telephoto)
has been thraahed out in the Stephenson.
minor tournaments.
ment by nutritional experts as
DAIRYING PROFITS
Princeton's card Is studded
much as 18 pounds a day of soywith several golden glove vetSuccessful dairy farming de- bean oil meal was fed to a cow
erans, and numerous hopefuls
turning from recently closed
pends upon proper feeding, for an extended period, with no
breeding, herd management, exgridiron action to the ring. Trigg
adverse results.
County High School sends three
pert marketing and judicious
On the other hand, raw soyto
Needless
brothers
supplies.
Porter
the
of
purchase
star athletes,
ground, oontain
say, nutrition of the cow is vital. beans, whole or
and Ted 5111s. Butler places sevwhen fed at
To produce plentifully the cow too much oil and
eral grid warriors, Sharber, Beckhigh levels they have a definitene, Cooper and others and such
must be well fed.
butter, beProteins are an essential nu- ly adverse effect upon
game sluggers as Coleman, BranThe influenza epidemic is de- trient, and usually lacking in sides being less palatable. When
don and McCollum to the front.
rapidly,
Ce Camp sends it's hopes into the finitely on the wane here, Dr. sufficent amounts in home ground they deteriorate
tray with Duncan Rose, William J. M. Dishman, county health grown feeds. Soybean oil meal the oil becoming rancid.
The many advantages of soyprotein to
Mitchell and several others.
officer, said Tuesday. Virtually furnishes excellent
for dairy bean oil meal in animal feeding
mixtures
grain
Following boys had registered
balance
children of school ages redemonWednesday: "Smokey" Beckner, all
cows and growing calves, and re- have been so thoroughly
to their classrooms this peated agricultural experiment strated that the demand for it
turned
Sharber,
Elbert
Boone,
Billie
Robert Brandon, Sam Patterson, week, Everett Howton, superin- station tests have demonstrated has had a phenomenal growth,
Richard Nelson, Merle Kilgore, tendent, said, and large numbers that it is an economical and effi- increasing from 21,000 tons to
Harold Turpin, Billie McConnell, of adults who were victimized cient protein source for this pur- more than 1,000,000 tons annualpose. This meal is very palatable, ly in the last 10 years. Many
Glen Stallins, Mason Rooertson,
have returned to their usual pursatisfactory to feed reputable brands of livestock
definitely
William Mitchell, Duncan Rose,
within the last week.
°Onion" Towerydames Lee Wy- suits
and not too laxative even in feeds containing this valuable
Kentucky
protein ingredient are on the
large amounts.
att, Cecil Coleman, Noah Gray, In other sections of
Hayden Cooper, W. E. Porter, the epidemic is just starting, In a recent quantity experi- market and have been found
eminently satisfactory.
Hugh Porter, Ted Sills, Gerald press dispatches indicate, with
Summers, Willard Henderson, southeastern and central KenFelix Wadlington, J. D. Mitchell, tucky now in the grip of the
Howard Merideth, Cecil Mathis, epidemic and many schools
"Knotty" McCollum, 011ie Boyd, closed.
Charles Hardrick, Leslie Jenkins
Caldwell county rural schools
Erre-salve now, all classified ads
and Glen Moore.
finished their terms last week,
mut; be paid for when ordered,
Bowling Green, Russellville,
exception of several at
with
exec a in cases of business firms
Hopkinsville, Oweripbbro anti which pupils were given a few
regular advertising :mPrinceton are included in the extra days at Christmas, and I Pursuant to action taken by havi
Southern Kentucky touraament. these will end their sessions this the City Council, Monday night„ eow;ts with the Leader. There
will 'ic no deviation from this
week, Supt. E. F. Blackburn's of- January 13, 1941, the City of
Princeton will from this date un- rule.
fice said Tuesday.
Neither rural or city schools til further notice, collect by FOR SALE or TRADE- -1940 Plywere closed durieg the influenza means of the City truck certain mouth Sedan, perfect. Several
By J. W. McChesney
prevalence here altho large num- rubbish, cans, and solid garbage other late-model cars at unheard
disThe health of this community bers of pupils were absent from within the City limits and
A. Walker, Princesaid ma- of prices.—L.
is improved after two weeks of their classes in Princeton when pose of same, provided
itPd
Auto Sales, phone 81-.
ton
property
Cu epidemic. There were 33 cases school resumed following the terial is handled by
to
owners and tenants according
FOR SALE—That good thick
holidays.
of flu in Farmersville.
No fatalities from influenza the rules made covering the col- buttermilk at 20c per gallon
R. B. McChesney, who has joinset Princeton Cream and Butter Co.
ed the CC Camp, will lease Jan. have been reported here, Dr. lection of this material and
tf.
Dishman said, most victims be- out below:
14.
I. Collection will be made
Mr. and Mrs. Luke Ray and ing confined to their homes only
FOR RENT—Apartment, private
on Tuesdays and Saturdays
children, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Mc- a few days at most.
bath, gas refrigerator. Large bedof every week beginning at
Chesney, and Mrs. R. B McChesroom, private bath. Lucy H. Kevil
7:00 a.m., Saturday, January
ney called on Mr and Mrs WilIf,
Phone 38.
18, 1941.
son Anderes and Miss Carrie and
2. All material to be colMade Son, Friday night.
Mountain laurel speaks to me
BUNBLISS FOR BUNIONS—Bes;
lected must be put in suitJohn T. Van Hooser and Paul Of girls it dotted dimity.
Sponge Rubber-15c each, 2 fo
able containers by the propJones Morse have been called by I see them walking down the
25c prepaid. Also valuable inforerty owner of tenant, and
the local draft board to report
street
mation on care of feet. Stillmoo•
said containers placed in
for service Jan. 20.
Between white cottages all neat
Products, Box 452, Benton Harof
the
FRONT
by
premises
was
Moore
Garrett
Miss Ella
2t-pd
With window shutters painted
bor, Mich. Send coin.
7:00 a.m, in a place easily
here Friday on business.
green
the
by
assessable
collectors,
P.-TA. members met at Farm- And white church
HELP THE CHILDREN around
steeples
and in containers than can
ersville High School Jan. 9, to
your own corner. Attend the
whitely seen
be
readily
lifted
and
dumped
discuss plans to raise money for Between tall elms Arid maple
President's Birthday Party Jan.
into
the
truck.
the school. Meeting was presided
30.
trees.
3. Only solid garbage and
over by Preisdent Lois Brown. Mountain laurel tells me these,
FOR ART PAINTING us photoother rubbish will be colMinutes were read by Secretary Tells me other pretty things— graph tinting see Ruth Howard,
lected. No attempt will be
Mrs. L. B. Mr.C!o..ney. Plans to Of wood-thrushes and scarlet
500 S. Harrison or call el2
made to remove wet garbage
bring the Daniel Quartet here for
wings
(slop) as the truck or hocks
a program in February ware dis- Of tanagers and cardinals,
FOR SALE-1937 Ford Coach, in
used for this work will not
cussed. Also plans fo a play, Of orioles and waterfalls,
good eondition. Phone 50. ltpd
hold
liquids.
sponsored by the P.-TA. at the Of cranberry bogs and blueberAs
there
is
work
for
great
need
ROOM AND BOARD—See
FOR
high school in February were
ries
of this kind in the City it is E. T. Howard, 500 S. Harrison
partially completed.
sweet
woods
and
balsam
And
hoped that the public will co- street; meals alone, 25 cents.
Farmersville lost a close hardfern,
wood battle to Salem Friday Of Indian grasses and the stern operate in every manner possible Call 612.
night by a score of 21 to 26. The Ridges of mountain ranges cap- with the authorities in inauguCAR
rating and putting into effect DON'T BUY THAT USED
reserves won 14 to 12.
ped
this program of public improve- Without first seeing our bargain
Sunday School was well atWith snow, and of the valleys ment.
offers. —Princeton Auto Sales,
tended here last Sunday and a
wrapped in winter silences,
apr10
Market St., Princeton.
L. C. LISMAN,
large crowd turned out for
straight pines.
Mayor.
B.Y.P.U. Sunday night.
-Good
MALE HELP WANTED
And the low trailing secret vines
J. M. DISHMAN,
An American Flag was preWatkins route open now in
Arbutus weaves beneath our feet,
County Health Officer.
ted to the high school here Swamp
Princeton. No car or experience
honeysuckle and the
t before the holidays, and the
0.41.11.1.111111.14.10.11.1.11.llllllIMO llllllmonlynomolummumsmons necessary;
Watkins Company
sweet
tire school gathered at the Breath of
largest and best known moducts
bayberry—a pot-pourri
ont of the school building for Scenting the
easiest sold; usual earnings $20
summer's tapestry.
lclal first flag-raising cereto $35 a week —Write J. R. WatThese—fair-stored in memory—
' Wes. Pledge to the Flag was
kins Company, 70-92 W. Iowa
Mountain laurel tells me.
by an F.F.A. member, Edwin
Ave., Memphis Tenn.
ltpd
Florence Irene Gubbins
atson, after which the group
FOR RENT—Setieral nice apartsang the national anthem.
Misses Florene Jones and Ann
ments in Henrietta Hotel buildMiss Dimple- Crowder spent Lane were in Providence Saturing which have been occupied by
Sunday night with Miss Rebecca day.
the county offices, now available.
Lane.
SkMr. and Mrs. Boothie Morse,
Eugene Young.
.2tp
a Misses Jessie Mae and Bessie L. Liberty, visited here Suaday.
Riley spent Sunday with Miss
Miss Ruth Van Hocser spent
WANTED—An agent. Mrs. A. P.
,
Margaret.
MeCaslin.
Sunday with Miss Louise Carner.
Sims.
2tp

Influenza Epidemic
Rapidly Waning Here

No Fatalities In City
Or County, Health
Officer Reports

NOTICE TO CiisitiftAds
THE PUBLIC

Fermersville News

Mountain Laurel

Meal, 20-lb. bag 39c
Great Northern
Beans, 10 lbs.
39c
Sugar Cured
Squares, lb.
09c
Peanut
19c
Butter, quart
QUINN'S
ECONOMY STORE

day, Jan. 16, 1941

Big Still With Steam Boiler
Is Captured On U.S. Reservation
The first moonshine still
still boasting a big-time
steam boiler to be seized in
this section in years was destroyed last week-end on the
federal reservation known as
Pennyrile Forests, about 18
miles northwest of Hookingvine.
Destroyed along with the
still were 2,200 gallons of
mash and approximately 106
gallons of whiskey. The still
itself had a capacity of 2,100
gallons and was one of the
largest outfits to be iound in
Christian county.
The steam outfit was only
a short distance from the

spot at which another
gallon still was found %
ago during the raid Is
a small dog led one
the operator, The
fits are believed b,
to have business 0,
in which case the
lost more than 4,00
of mash and in
worth of equipment
week.
One man, '22 you
Pershing Davis, was
at the site of the steas
er still. Treasury hem
Bays led the group of
ty and special federal
cers.

N. B. Milton of Chicago reported the theft of Ids car to police,
and stated that on the back seat
of the machine was a package
containing two tarantulas and
ten black widow spiders.

Booked on a begging c
Chicago, Patrick Murray
court that the reason
rubber gloves was to prottr
self from germs on in
handled in his day's wort

MORE FOODS FO
LESS MONEY

nUMMAIIMIIIMIIMIN11,1011111101611.1111111111111.101-011imilti 4,1

W
aws
an the memory of the
bud,
utiful than full-blown
ariet berries OP the
branch
this chili gray hour.
of thorn, dry tendril,
hide
-pods' fiery g'ow;
bing breath of winter
dim
lacquer on white snow.
—Frederick Ebsght.

- Greer
Greer, son of Mr. and
don Greer, and fory of Princeton, was married
Las Victoria Laver, daughter
Mr.,and Mrs. G. T. Laver,
urora, Ill.. Dec. 29, at Des
ineis Iowa.
Mr. Greer is connected with
Federal Government, and
been away from nis home
for several years.
. and Mrs. Greer will make
e in Des Moines tem-

ly Meeting of
-.man's" Class

AT YOUR A&P FOOD STORE

The regular monthly meeting
f the "Everyman's" Sunday
chool class of the First Baptist
'hutch, Rev. J. G. Cothran
eacher, will be held Thursday
ight, January 16, at 6:00 p.m. in
hurch basement. Every memer is urged to be present; a real
feed is in :tore for
N I augram and
ach of you.

GUARANTEED QUALITY MEATS
Sugar Cured

Short

Smoked Picnics___ lb. 16c

Ribs of Beef
Veal Shoulder
Lamb Shoulder

Sweet Pick.

lb. 12c

Smoked Jowls
All Good Sliced

Bacon

lb. 24c

Standard

lb. 15c
Ib. 21c

Dressed

Good Quality

Bologna
Beef Roast

lb.
lb. 22( ;
_lb. 24( kadatim
7Aub Meets
pt. 25c 'Mrs. Harry Blades was hostess

Oysters

p the Gradatim Club January 8,
1. Eleven members were pres-

Whitin

t.

' Airs. Evans Grooms reviewed
delightfully interesting book by
rilhjalmur Stefansson. At the
lose of the review a delicious
date lunch was served by the

Deep Sea

Round or Sirloin

lb. 35c

Beef Steak

lb l.b.1211/°2:

Fillets

lb.
tip41ostees.
cp.ji The club adjourned to meet
bag
an. 1, at the home of Mrs. MarP Eldred.
Ihall
2 Can
1
No. 2/
IONA PINEAPPLE, Sliced ___
1 2 Cans/ Hold
2 No. 2/
PEACHES, Iona, Sliced or Halves
elling Bee
Soft
Loaves
Twist
by
Ancet.nuenhgapBteeer, 3sipoonrsred willl
here February
4 No. 2 Cans 2Vrie
APPLE SAUCE, A & P_._ _
held
.
7, Chapter
Can 'Wren
CHERRIES, Red-Sour Pitted _
Mrs. Gladys Oates anced Wednesday. Persons asTall
Whitehouse
ted with clubs or organizeCans
wishing to take part should
Evaporated
her or Miss Amy Nichols
Cans
4 Tall
TOMATO JUICE, Iona_
nee of the Caldwell County
2 Doz. e& Clubs taking part are
FRESH EGGS
to send five representsNo. 2 9
and pay an entrance fee of
edit& _
Cans 4110°
2L
2-1b.
CHEESE, Mel-O-Bit, American or Brick
iobastivferry Maids Meet
ROLL BUTTER
- Vith Mrs. Mitchell
NO2,
The Merry Maids Club held it's
egular weekly meeting Tuesday
CANS
Jan. 14, at the home of
I4ght,Orbie
SULTANA PEAS
2 No. 2 Cans ,frs.
Mitchell, Locust street.
10 LliS. ,'Yetri president, Mabel Johnston,
NAVY BEANS
w resided.
No. 21
Iona
ki Business session consisted of
"
iscussion on ticket sale for the
Can
Bartlett
resident's Birthday Party here.

IrOclock Coffee 3
Bread
MILK

2

GrapefruitJuice 4

Iona Peas

3

Pears

FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Carrots

Florida

Oranges
Grapefruit

2 doz. 20c
5 for 15c

Winesap

Apples

lb. 05.

Idaho

Potatoes 10-lb. bag 23c
Celery, crisp stalk 05c
Cauliflower
head 15c

ll -- _bunch 05c

Iceberg

Lettuce

head 10c

•

Catifo-nia

Gra-)es
Yellow

Onions

lb. 10c er.
Miss Collier
as cle
_5-lb. bag 1-5c"%w.eoeorg

was selected to
replacing
Petit.

Porto Ilican

lb.
lb.

Yams
New

Cab h age

115 Court Square

FOOD AE__P

an. 30. Tickets will be placed
sale soon, according to Miss
hnston. Red Cross knitting
ject by club members was
discussed.
fteshments were served to
sdazaes John Sims and George
t; Misses Ruth and Robbie
Hobgood, Jewell Mitchell,
Stevens and Ann Col$leabethte

1.2Klbys..

Prineetor

sir°

drs. Foster Given
ri idal Shower
Mrs. P. Y. B. Foster, formerly
Marguerite Joiner, was
th a bridal shower at
'.1st Church Thursday
.9. A large number of
r's friends attended
presentation of gifts
is were served to the
Harry Joiner, Wil-

mei irmidkeribrat

Itirsday. Ja1.
n.

In Boller
. Reservation
spot at which --anott,t
gallon Still %Vila
toting
ago during the teed,
a small dog led
the operator. 'eh
et
fits are believed by
to have business
in which case the
lost more than too
of mash and long
worth of equipment
week.
.
One man.
Pershing reuse egg
at the site of the stem
er still. Treasury Agee
Bays led the group 7
f.
ty and special federal
Booked on a begging
Chicago, Patrick Murray
court that the r
rubber gloves was to
self from germs on
handled in his day's
I

FO
EY
STORE
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wormuumons
theville, Ark.
turned home to assume his du• • •
Sales.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keeny and ties at the Princeton Auto
• • •
daughter, Clernma, visited in
Billie Jones and Hollis Mitchan the memory of the
Norma Kay George, niece of
Murray Sunday where Mr. and
bud,
students at Murray State,
of
daughter
ell,
Mies Sarah Petit,
John, is a stu- Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Newby, has
son,
Keeny's
Mrs.
full-blown
iful than
spent the week-end with their
been removed from the hospital
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Petit, Frankdent at Murray State College.
parents here
• • •
a
—
with
—
honored
Cecil G. Strong
to her home at White Sulphur.
was
Mr. and
arlet berries on the lin street,
• • •
School
• • •
Butler, Butler High stuG.
baby daughter
a
of
branch
birth
the
party on her 18th birthday Tues- Church -Wide Training
on
of
Dorothy White, daughter
Grady Spiegel, Minister
dent, entertained band boys of
this chill gray hour. day night, Jan. 14, at her home.
street, born Jan. 12, at 1:45 a.m. She
Mr. and Mrs. Shell White, Friend- Butler with a party Monday .1 Harvey Leech, W. Main
who has been confined to his has been named Martha Glen
and a student at Murray
Games were played and many
The First Christian Church be- ship,
night, Jan. 13. All members were
of thorn, dry tendril,
bed for the past week, has re- and weighs 8 pounds. She is the
gifts were presetned to Miss gins her Church -Wide Training State College, was ill last week present.
hide
with influenza. She returned to
• • •
sumed his duties at the round granddaughter of Mx. and Mrs.
Petit.
School next Monday night at the
-pods' fiery ierev;
her class Monday.
W. R. Guess, Fredonia, Route 4.
Miss Marion Davis of Murray house.
Refreshments were served to church at 7:00. The class period
• • •
bing breath of winter
for
week
a
night
visited
one
College
Teachers
hour,
State
one
is
Judy
dim
Buddy Walker, Ralph Kevil,
Ronnie Wilson, son of Mr. and
of the iieMisses Milo and Lillian Nelle her mother, Mrs. Joe Davis of W.
lacquer on white snow. Hobby, James Piercy, Jake Oliver, five weeks. Every member
Joins Navy
Lester spent last week-end with Main street last week.
Clay Wilson, W. Main St.,
ons
Mrs.
organizati
her
all
and
Flbs:ght.
church
—Frederick
• • •
been confined to his bed for
Sarah Lee Overby and Tommy was considered and included in their parents at Lamaseo.
has
V
4-•-•
• • •
Young Vinson, son of Mack
the past several weeks, with inMcGregor.
Mr. L. A. Walker, this city, who
the planning of the school, with
Vinson of Marion road, has en- fluenza.
m Petit and John Ma"Gresha
the
and
credit
Walfor
Mrs.
ed his wife,
accompani
the six classes
Blyin
• • •
for six
han spent last week-end
ker to Excelsior Springs, Mo., to listed in the N. S. Navy
children's department for the
Greer, son of Mr. and
Worrell has been ill
Jane
Miss
Great
parsnts
at
stationed
is
He
the
the hospital, where she will un- years.
young children, so
Ogden Memorial
with influenza the last few days
don Greer, ind forother classes.
Lakes, Ill., training station.
rethe
has
a
Pastor
operation,
dergo
minor
for
Baker,
come
entercan
Leroy
W.
Rowland
Frances
Miss
to
Princeton, was married
The only anticipated expense
tained the Sub-Deb Brings Club
be their textwill
s
individual
Sunday School, 9:45; Epworth
the
ctoria Laver, daughter
Saturday afternoon, January 11,
,
League meetings, 6:15; prayer
T. Laver, at her home on the Marion high- books, notebooks and pencils.
d Mrs.
The names of the courses and service Wednesday, 7:00.
11., Dec. 29, at Des way.
leaders follow: Church adOur people attended well last
the
to
served
was
lunch
A plate
wa.
ministration, Mr. J. F. Graham, Sunday as is their hanit this
Phillips,
Christine
following:
• er is connected with the
leader; group worship, Mrs. H. time of the year. Next WednesJane Gregory, Anna G. Ratliff,
ral Government, and
C. Lester; dramatics, Mrs Walter day we will begin our annual
WadWanda
Martha Severison,
of Christ Sunday of Missions with a speaway from nis home Wigton, Sue °tannin', ani Mrs. Simons; Bible-The Lite
Mrs. D. D. Dugan ; Christian cial speaker each evening. All of
veral years.
Phillips.
stewardship Mr. Grady Spiegel; our services will build toward our
Mrs. Greer will make
recreation in the church and the revival the last two weeks of
ternMoines
Des
e in
community, Mr. Alton Temple- March
ton; children's department, Miss _es
Eliza Nall, Mrs. H. L. Terry, Mrs.
One of the reThe annual Lee-Jackson din- Edwin Jacobs.
credit is to atner of the Tom Johnson chapter quirements for
five class periods of a
.
of the United Daughters of the tend all
You'll See a cgaittdeltii
lar monthly meeting Confederacy will be given at the given course.
subjects
sermon
"Everyman's" Sunday Princeton Hotel Friday, Jan. 24,
Next Sunday's
as of the First Baptist at 7:30 p.m., club members an- are: Morning—"Fellowship With
in
God"; Evening—"A Man's Soul';
Rev. J. G. Cethran nounced this week.
Wedat
7:00
service
eek
will be held Thursday
mid-w
Paducah,
.
McKinney
S
FAMILY'
Mrs. Ray
ONE.
uary 16, at 6:00 p.m. in will be the speaker on the pro- nesday, followed by choir prac•
• ment. Every mem- gram and music will be furnish- tice.
MANI
ed to be present; a real ed by Miss Virginia McCaslin
01
First Baptist Church
and feed is in store for and Miss Bernice Davis.
J. G. Cothran, Minister
ou.
Tickets may be obtained from
-Miss Margie Amos.
Sunday School at 9:45; morn.
.C;1311
AM; A HOST 01 FS IA rA
ing worship at 11:00—sermon
theme, "Come and See"; Baptist
Richard CARLSO,N
•
Training Union at 6:00; evening
.
Victor MATURE
(Except Sunday
\\
a separation of several worship at 7:00---sermon theme:
ry Blades was hostess
YOUNG ,/
memRolaiict
holidays,
the
8,
thru
ta.t
January
weeks
Club
datim
"Make Me A Channel of Blessn members were pres- bers of the Book Lovers Club met ing"; prayer service at 7 p.m.,
----=....--e"
o'clock
i
a
at
Pool
R.
M.
Mrs.
with
Wednesday.
les Grooms reviewed luncheon, Wednesday, Jan. 8.
It is good to see a ma,eed ImKIDDIES-10c
\p/8110E
lly interesting book by Mrs. Pool was assisted by Mrs. provement in our church attendStefansson. At the Calloway and Mrs. Monroe Pool. ance. This speaks of better conPenoliti
After the brief business meet- ditions among those who have
he review a delicious
MANA BRYANT
h was served by the ing, Mrs. Duke Pettit gave a book been sick. It shows there is an
XXIII um
review, "What Has Happened to Interest among our people in the
Mem REEVES
NEVER SUCH AN EVENT
b adjourned to meet Europe," by Geoffrey T. Garratt, work of the church. We are alJAN CLAYTON
AS THIS! A WHOLE WEEK
the home of Mrs. Mar- an enlightening and comprehen- ways delighted to see viistors
PATIUCK
OF GIANT ATTRACTIONS
sive work dealing causes of World with us in our regular services.
dred.
AT SPECIAL REDUCED
War U.
We do not want any of our memPRICES!
4•
bers to fall into "the occasional
visitor class."
11-111.11ST1/1'
swIA•BLAIBI'
Christian Church
-Lewiston
wit lie and
g Bee, sponsored by
giant
p.m.,
will
16-1:30
Jan
0.ES.,
Thurs.,
chapter 31,
'
Bible School at 1:00 Sunday
Morris,
re February 7, Chapter Friendship, Mrs. Damon
T L;Rmi
f#
MI C G
P
eWeirdiei
i/
ii
afternoon and preaching at 2:00.
rs. Gladys Oates an- hostess.
1tia •
Come for
„0.0
invited.
Everybody
edneselay. Persons asFri., Jan. 17-1:3,0 p.m. Bethand in the spirit of
Mary ROLAND • Paulette GODDARD
Ith clubs or organize- any, Mrs. Scott Herron, hostess. worship,
prayer and happy singing. Help
lug to take part should
Mon., Jan. 29-1:30 p.m ,--HopICASS
Utt
site
Phyllts POVAH - loan FONTAINE
se,
to make these great services.
;Ocoee
or Miss Amy Nichols son, Mrs. Jack Davis, hostess.
'
of the Caldwell County
Tues., Jan. 21-2:00 pin, Cobb,
Miss Elizabeth Worrell and
ubs taking part are re- Mrs. H. P White, hostess.
I. D. Worrell will go to Covsend five representsWed., Jan. 22-2:00 p.m, Fre- Mrs.
Friday to visit her grandpay an entrance fee of donia, Mrs. William Young, hos- ington
mother, Mrs. W. L. Holmes.
tess.

Birthday Party
For Miss Petit

aws

- Greer

I

onals

Pers
At The 1 J
Churches

The L?.acler
Congrctulates
bus.

A.

••.
Suli-Dehs Meet

p.

BIG SENSATIONAL

BARGAIN WEEK

r. D. C. Annual
Dinner, Jan. 21

1 Meeting Of
man's" Class

Capitol

Jan.19th

SATURDAY
2—FEATURES ---2

Jan. 25th

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

through

,, .A.

ANNA NEAGLE

SUNDAY
AND NIGHTS

eef
lb. I5c
lb. 22c
ulder
oulder .__lb. 24c
pt. 25c
lb. 10t
lb. 121/2c
lb.

op

bag

eV

2 Can!
1
No. 2/
2 Cans
1
2 No. 2/
lb.

17

oaves

tim
eets

3Cc

Rook Lovers Club
-After

2,

fl

.kBLES
bunch 05c
head lOc
lb. 10c
5-1b. bag 15C
lb. 05c
2 lbs. 09(

moo
TORE!

..

MATINEES

15c

6is

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

MANLESS...

.

.

*re/Au
CAST of 135 1

g Bee

.
Homemakers'
Club Schedule

•••••=00004
SPECIAL
TUES. & WED.

11;

4 No. 2 Cans
Med. Can I
Tall
Cans
4 Tall Cans
2 Doz.
No. 2
Cans
2-1b. loaf
2 Lbs.
02.
ANS
2 No. 2 Cansl
10 Lbs.

jVcvize

IP

1101111 "
ZotaSHIRRERTRAU
RUSSEll

. ....zROVIIII1D

,

7111r

MATINEE

lOc
15c
NIGHT

Maids Meet
rs. Mitchell

Deaths and
ry Maids Club held it's Funerals
• kly meeting Tuesday
. 14, at the home of
Mitchell, Locust street.
ent, Mabel Johnston,

Mrs. Anna Campbell

Funeral services for Mrs. Anna
Eliza Campbell, 84, who died at
session consisted of
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
on ticket sale for the
W. W. Martin, on Locust s:reet
'a Birthday Party here,
here Friday, Jan. 10, were held
Tickets will be placed
at White Sulphur Saturday with
n, according to Miss
the Rev. Hire Egbert officiating
Red Cross knitting
and Rev. J. G. Cothran and Rev.
•y club members was
Mr. Ladd assisting.
used.
She is survived by two daugnments were served to
ters, Mrs R. A. Thomas and Mrs.
s John Sims and George
W. W. Martin, earl two ions, Mr.
sews Ruth and Robbie
J. T. Campbell, Central City, and
:rood, Jewell Mitchell,
Mr. Campbell, of White Sulphur
Stevens and Ann Colcommunity.
a.llier was selected to
club reporter, replacing son Rout, Willard Moore, Conway
Lacy, Richard Gregory, Albert
e Petit.
Henry, Woodrow Vaughn, Julian
Littlepage, Craddock Jaggers,
Mrs. James Walker, Lake Vinson,
Misses Virginia Joiner, Larue
Stone, Elizabeth Soper, Charlton
. Y. B. Foster, formerly Gresham, Mary Wilson Baker,
arguerite Joiner. was Linda McChesney, Carwln Cash,
with a bridal shower at Mary Edna Coleman, Dixie HarMist Church Thursday ris. Virginia Morgan, Mabel
9. A large number of Johnston, Virginia Wylie and
ter's friends attended Inez Boitnott,
r presentation of gifts
Mesdames Jagger a. Moore,
ents were served to the Lacy. Vaughn, ilValker And Miss
Virginia 'Morgan served as hoses Harry Joiner, W11- tesses.

AN EPIC-OF COURAGE!
Sweeping to the screen in all the

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
THRILLINGLY TOGETHER AGAIN

KIDDIES-10c

,s,
(/

adventurous spirit of the nation's
most colorful era!

JUST LOOK AT THE HIT
SHOWS YOU WILL SEE
AT THESE AMAZINGLY
LOW PRICES! ITS SENSATIONAL!

Errol FLYNN
and

Olivia de NAVILLAND
in
z

,
ca,,,,reiV

rl (-11€4•Y

v
qiii
i

MACD OfiALWIDDIT
NI
in NOEL COWARD'S

• 1

,

SPECIAL
SATURDAY

r

10 a.m. til Noon

10c

—
Raymond Massey
Ronald Reagan
Alan Hale
with

IN TECHNICOLOR
SATURDAY—OPEN 9:45 A.M.
o

After 12 Noon

Raimmat. LA NE
Q•04/04 REEVES

m
/./.. ELDRIDGE Ng,

1Jc

oster Given
I Shower

KIDDIES-10c

2ND FEATURE

Boo sTEELE

in
"BILLY THE KID-OUTLAWED"
NEVER SO MANY

.1;

TONIGHT and FRIDAY

CAPITOL

,
t
4
44,
ill 44.1161.
1
4

•

CIFIPIT ii

RIG PICTURES!
NEVER SUCH LOW
ADMISSION PRICES'
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NOW YOU
TELL ONE

Legless Flyer
Receives D. F. C.

These WomenmS:bumnetarigned

Thursday, Jaii.

Inman Uhlef
Is Army Captain

Strictly Fresh

Ice Follies
On
ffgeAla ka
In Oklahoma
---_
LL street cars in Melbourne,
JUNEAU, Alaska (W)--DiscovOKLAHOMA CITY,
By Adelaide Kerr
Australia, are equipped with
Patrolmen J. H. Mu
ery of a submarine mountain
loudspeakers so passengers can
Associated Press Writer
Chicken Goes
Leedee Hunter scurried
hear the conductor call out the
range, 3,000 feet in altitude but
Boston
Fenno,
Miss
Pauline
a
Memo To Roost
stops. Now if they only had
tigate a nine-car pileup
socialite who is now in England, 8,000 feet below the ocean surWICHITA, Kas.(4j-A Wichita
some way to make what he says street. Parking
their
here
reported
face,
Lieut.
by
was
has designed a snack bar which
understandable.
man who keeps chickens noticed
began to piece toget
• • •
is used to rush hut tea and food Commander R. D. Horne on rethat one of his hens had a piece
puzzle of which was ear
The United States exported
turn from a charting cruise off
to London's bombed areas.
of paper caught in her mouth.
No. 2, No. 3, etc. Ties
more than 2,000,000 artificial
Miss Fenno is secretary to Lady the Aleutian Islands.
Investigating, he disecvered
teeth during 1940. We can't un- came a truck and at
He said coast and geodetic surReading, head of the Woman's
that attached to the paper was a
derstand it-things still aren't patrol car
became No. ip
Voluntary Service for Civil De- vey vessels have completed about
clicking In Europe.
piece of string. When he pulled
truck No. 11.
• • •
fense. In the course of her work 20 per cent of a new study of the
on the string, out, came a kernel
In Pennsylvania an army sir
wth the organization, whose Aleutian area started in 1934.
of corn that the chicken had
Norman Jarrett, 13, of
corps lieutenant's bride wore a
members man soup kitchens and Previously the only charts availswallowed.
gown made from • parachute. bus, Kan., tried to
kill a
run canteens, she designed the able were those made by RusWritten on the paper was this
And he thought It was • life with a
shotgun. The
two-wheeled trailer. It Is equip- sians in the 1860.s.
saver!
note:
bounded from the era
• • •
ped with a water tank, tea urns,
"Please keep your chickens at
in Texas archaeologists have wounded two other soya
stove, pie warmer, 144 mugs and Mrs. !Rote hasn't a word to say
borne."
found the neck of a dinosaur the chicken was unhann'
ex food trays.
against them.)
measuring three feet across.
Several of the trailers, which
In-door Pastime
There is no evidence that there
cost about $400 each, are now in
Worries Finn
was any meet on it, however.
Ten women have been made
use. When bombs fall in a dis- members of the Brooklyn Bar
TULSA, Okla. (iP)-- A Tulsa
Takes
It In Pairs
tricts they are hitched to auto- Association for the first time in
savings and loan association remobiles and whisked to the its 50-year history . . . Florence
You Can Get The
cently installed a new door of reWILMINGTON, N. C. (Alscene.
Robers Cassill is said to be the
markably clear glass. It was all
Capt. James G. Helmer, a full- Judge John J. Berry Is not one
only woman fully licensed as a
glass, with a handle but no (same
At 11 Maybelle Cremer of guide in Glacier National Park blooded Sioux Indian, is not only bit superstitious. He gets city
Every Sunday At The
commander of Company B of automobile
on it.
Flushing, L. I., already has be- . . Mrs. James W. Morrison, a the 163rd Infantry,
license tag number
but also, by
Now there are four round *pots
1313 every year.
gun a career. She has a collec- clubwoman of Groton, Conn., blood descent, a chieftain In the
em the door, painted in a geotion of 250 dolls-dolls from all wears gold and silver snoods Sioux nation. His regiment,
metrical design. The reason?
^
"
re Z1.
over the world. Maybelle lectures which she crochets herself . . . now stationed at Camp Murray,
"Every once in awhile someone
Wash., Is composed exclusively
on
thm
before
local
women's
Claudette
Colbert
scents
her
'would try to walk right through
of Indians.
clubs and church organizations. clothes and gives a flower-garthe glass, not even seeLng that
A record of 10 German raiders She charges 25c admission and den air to her clothes closet,
there was a door," reports R'Cella downed
by
and the damaging of
+Shields, receptionist who Just sits several more won the Distin- gives the money to her mother to hanging clusters of perfumed
be
turned
over
her
to
church.
artificial flowers on a dozen
inside the building.
guished Flying Cross for Doug(People say her platform poise is hooks . . . Mrs. Maud P.
Terrell,
"Several even came in, trans- las Bader, above, a legless
perfect.)
squadron
leader. He operates
a New York lighting specialist,
Here are some tobacco yields
acted their business and then
his Hurricane fighter with the
Her collection, contributed to has designed a new
bled to walk right around the
lighting bowl in Adair county, Kentucky, as
use of metal legs.
by traveling relatives and friends of white diffusing
glass on the way out.
glass in step reported by County Agent R.
B.
Is about to crowd Maybelle out design . . . Favorite
"After these heads were shouldn't pay this bill, too"
beauty trick
Rankin: U. S. Grant grew 1,724
of her own bedroom. It includes of Lillian Cornell
baznped, we decided to use the
of the films
A statement was enclosed, covspots to attract people'3 atten- ering the cost of installing a new a Victorian doll that once be- is to keep an eyebrow brush near pounds on nine-tenths of an
longed to the daughter of Sam- her toothbrush
and work on her acre. After deducting sailing explate glass window to replace a
uel Morse (inventor of the tele- eyebrows as often
as she does on pense, he received $386 for the
pane broken by a wild-flying
graph), a doll made in the like- her teeth . . .
intends To Get
Pretty Mary Lee crop. Horace Massie grew 2,590
pheasant.
ness
of
Princess
Elizabeth
of Wilkerson of Middleton, 0., is the pounds on two acres, selling the
Money's Worth
England and another made of first Ohio State
University co-ed, crop for $565. Jakie Smith, a 4-H
Suicide
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (RI-Sam
peanuts.
to receive a mechanical engin- club boy, grew 894 pounds on a
COLUMBUS 0'1-Hunters Neal
Pox, negro iceman, has about deeering degree in 40 years . . half acre, for which he received
Thornton and Charles Tucker
The problem of your husband's Gaby Pleau,
cided the used car he bought in
Quebec all round an average of $23.66 a hundred.
blasted simultaneously with their
1916 for three dollars is costing
clothes and how he should wear women's
ski champion, slaloms Three and eight-tenths acres
shotguns at a rabbit on a creek
too much.
them has made a unique Job for in a sweater
woven with gay produced 5,864 pounds for Allen 1. Loans and discounts (including $51.45 overdrafts)__$347
bank. It fell into the water and,
True, it has carried him to and
Mrs. Dorothy Stote of New York. colored
figures zooming around Dudley. Most of these hien yields 2. United States Government obligations, direct and
when retrieved, was found to
born work every day for 24 years,
She runs fashion shows for men, on skies
... Josette Daley, exotic were Kentucky No. 16, Rankin
guaranteed
have drowned. It didn't have a
as well as doing ditty as a tracdisplaying the last word in suits. dark-haire
3. Obligations of States and political subdivisio
d New York debu- adds.
single shot in its body.
ns__ 81
tor_ And it gets 55 Miles to the
haberdashery and
hats and tante, who is being hailed as
4. Other bonds, notes, and debentures
gpallon on a mixture of gasoline
pointing out what the mere male Gotham's
Glamour Girl of 1940Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Patrick 5. Corporate stocks, including stock of Federal Reserve
and coal oil.
should wear and where. (But she
bank
41. makes her own clothes. She moved into a new home at Lynn,
But it's the upkeep that bothcan't choose clothes for her
gets an idea, whacks into the Mass., then discovered that their 6. Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve
Sam. He had to buy some
write' husband. He selects abs
balance, and cash items in process of collection__
material, then drapes it on her- opposite neighbors were Mr. and
__ 137
distributor points-at three cents
Applying limestone and super- own suits and ties, sometimes self until it suits her . . . Girls Mrs. Thomas Hannaford, their 7. Bank premises owned $21,194.50,
furniture and fix*Piece.
phosphate almost doubled the wears dark green or plum colored down Florida way are wearing neighbors in Glasgow, Scotland,
tures $9,525.85
carrying capacity of pastures, in ac
8. Real estate owned other than bank premises
'
cir
'
s with a black dinner suit. chintz bathing suits.
20 years ago.
'Tornado With
tests made on 71 fields in Hop_ 11. Other assets
Wit Gloves
kins county, Kentucky, since
12.
TOTAL ASSETS
Lresden, Tenn.(N)-Cfay Smith 1936. Woodrow
Coots, assistant
comes up with the saga of the county agent,
summarizes the
aneticulous twister.
tests as follows: Untreated pasAt the home of a friend, he ture required
2.93 acres to feed
13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
said, the storm unscrewed a wa- one animal
from May 1 to Nocorporations
t356
ter pump from the top of a well vember 1. Where
lime alone was
14. Time deposits of individuals, partnership and cors,
pipe. Recovered some distance used, 2.25 acres
were required.
porations
970
away, the pump was easily re- Where lime and
phosphate both
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions
placed-not one thread stripped were applied,
20'
1.56 acres were
17. Deposits of banks
-Smith said.
10.
enough.
18. Other deposit; (certified and cashier's checks, etc.)__
1
Coots adds that fields receiv19.
TOTAL
DEPOSITS
$658,144.62
State Gives Her
ing no treatment had a shorter
23. Other liabilities
..Pane (She Hopes) '
grazing period during the year,
24.
TOTAL LIABILITIES
'DENVER. Colo. Via-A Greeley, since most of the growth was
$653,
Colo., woman was told the state lespedeza,
with comparatively
game and fish commission had little
grass.
paid for a rancher's hay that
The tests were made by the
'wild deer had eaten.
Kentucky College of Agriculture
25. Capital Stock:
"And so," she said in a letter to and the Tennessee
Valley AuCommon stock, total par $50,000
the group, "I don't see why you thority.
50,
26. Surplus
21,
27. Undivided profits
16
28. Reserves (and retirement account for preferred
stock) 8,0
29.
Total Capital Accounts
30.
'Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts
54

A

Try Leader Want
tIONMEIM5500.
Nashville Tennes

Hillman Calve
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Rig Tobacco Yield
For Adair Farmers

Charter No.5257
Reserve District:
Report of Condition of The

Farmers National Ba

Of Princeton in the State of Kentuck
at the Close of Business on Dec. 31, 19

Published in response to call made by C
troller of the Currency, under Section 5
U. S. Statutes
Assets

„
efield Asks
ers To By
1 Licenses
cking Of Q
pends Up
ncial Suppo
rtsmen
1CFORT, Jan. 14
Id, director of the
Game and Fish, call
of county court c
rtsmen to the fact
le-county hunting li
n printed with the
county, designated b
to be tilled in by
clerk,
field stated this en
licant to purchase h
hunting license in
but that he can re
name of the county In
to hunt be printed o
. The license will be
In the county named b
r.
e Division again urge
en to buy their lie
edia.tely, particularly t
wide hunting license
, as number of quail
and released
Ill greatly depend o
of licenses sold bet
•
•
•

Y FOR SA
Clover, Lespedeza,
Alfalfa

10 - $12 - $15

as

Lime, Phosphate
Improve Pasture

S.

Brockmeyer
Fredonia, Ky.

Liabilities

Announcing the New

trestont

STUDDED GROUND GRIP

Capital Accounts

TIRE

Comfort

Convenience
Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always, at

THE

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
. Prices will conform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.
Write
TURK= MILAM,
Assistant Manager,
For Reservation

Super Traction...Longer
Mileage, Easier Steering
on Improved and Unimproved Roads

Here's the tire with all the advantages
of the modern, effective mud and
snow tire plus smooth riding and easy
steering qualities. The slotted riding
strips give additional non-skid traction on icy or wet pavements. You get
super traction on unimproved roads
and smooth, non-skid riding on Unproved roads. Let us equip your car
today at these low prices.

Memoranda

ii
SUPER
TRACTION
OFF THE ROAD
SMOOTH RIDING
NON-SKID ON
THI ROAD

4.75/5.00- 9

SIZE

4.48/4.50
-21
5.3/5.50
.17
5.3/1.58
AND
-11
YOUR
1.00-111
OLD
flit 1.25/1.50
-10

$873

PRICE

$8.55
10.44
10.17
11.38
13.95

FOR WINTER DRIVING-LET US EQUIP YOUR CAR TODAY!

32. Secured liabilities:
(a) Deposits secured by pledged assets
pursuant to
requirement of law
(d) Total
State of Kentucky, County of Caldwell,
as:
I, J. B. Lester, cashier of the above
-named bank, do
swear that the above statement is true
to the best of my knoal
and belief.

Kent
Ja
The CourierThe Louisvill
The Sunday
Don't Mi
MAIL

J. B. Lester, Cashier.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
7th day of January, I
ELIZABETH B. ROGERS, Notary Public
My commission expires November 7,
1942.

Correct-Attest:

Frank Herron"s D-X Service
Rowland Motor Company
T.R.Feagan,Fredonia

•

31. Pledged assets (and securities loaned) (book
value:)
(a) United States Government obligations,
direct
and guaranteed, pledged to secure deposits and
other liabilities
6
(b) Other assets pledged to secure deposits and
other liabilities (including notes and bills
rediscounted and securities sold under repurchase
agreement
7
(c) Assets pledged to qualify for exercise
of fiduciary or corporate powers, and for purposes
other
than to secure liabilities
25
(e) Total

THE

Shell R. Smith,
R. U; Kevil
M. P, Eldred, Directors

Their Ne

'hursday, Jan.

The

:day, Jan. 16,_1941

Ice Follies
In Oklahoma
OKLAHOMA Ceee
Patrolmen J. H. '
Leedee Hunter scuts*
Ligete a nine-car pileup
street. Parking
the
began to piece
puzzle of which was
No. 2, No. 3, etc.
came a truck anis
patrol car became Ess
truck No. 11.
Norman Jarrett,
13,
bus, Kan., tried to hull
with a shotgun The
bounded from the
wounded two other
the chicken was u
---
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Every Sunday at Tht

Hillman Calv

Reserve District
ndition of The

tional Ba
State of Kentuc
ess on Dec. 31, 1,
to call made by C
cy, tinder Section

Farewell to New Envoy to France

field Asks
ers To Buy
Licenses

ing $51.45 overdrafts)._
obligations, direct and

Burley In Other
States Outsells
Kentucky Leaf

Bombing Crows Democracy Well Survive, Opines
To Protect Crops One Of World's Favorite Writers

Season's Sales Total
148,632,163 Pounds
At $17.17 Average;
Market Nears Close

eking Of Quail
ends Upon
ncial Support of
tsmen

(By Associated Press)
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.—Booth
Tarkington, veteran observer
of the human scene, tooks a
backward glance at 1940 and
opined that democracy, both
at home and abroad, would
survive the new year.
The Hoosier novelist pictured Great Britain's war as
one to save free government.
"Britons are fighting for
their life and liberty," he said
in an interview.
"The Nazis are fighting to retain other people's property
that they have taken.

"A lean fighting for life,
other things being equal, will
Put up a harder battle than
a man lighting to keep something he took from somebody
else."
Then, too, he continued, the
British are "shrewd" and "illimitably stubborn." He said he
believed the British would win
their struggle."
"I don't mean there couldn't
be a temporary peace," Mr.
Tarkington elaborated. "Like
the Napoleonic wars, this may
be a belles of wars. But in the
end the British will prevail."

More Light For
Kentucky Farms

Just A Memory
Earns Girl $500
--CORK,

Kentucky burley tobacco marRT, Jan. 14-5. A.
started down the home
ket
Divid, director of the
stretch this week with approxiame and Fish, calls atmately two-thirds of the 1940
of county court clerks
crop sold and with perhaps 15
sales days ahead of them, but
tsmen to the fact that
poundage should begin to dwine-county hunting license
dle rapidly after this week's
printed with the name
auctions
Erie (R)—Fair )haired,
The Rural Electrification Adunty, designated by the
Growers ou t side Kentucky,
ministration reports the allot- blue-eyed Irish colleen Kathleen
to be tilled in by the
heart of the burley belt, generally
lerk.
ment of funds to six rural elec- Butterley is richer by $500 behave received much higher avereld stated this enables
ages, the average for Tennessee
tric cooperatives in Kentucky fcr cause a Philadelphia man heard
cant to purchase his $1
to France, re- Virginia, West Virginia and
the building of 727 miles of lines her sing.
Admiral William D. Leahy, new U. S. ambassador
unting license in any
grandson, Robert North Carolina markets bring
-old
4-year
his
from
farewell
Fifty years Sm Captain Miclinging
a
to serve 3,015 farm families.
ceived
Leahy
request
Ambassador
can
he
above
that
ut
$2.38 a hundred pounds
Beale Leahy, as he left Washington for Vichy. Tuscaloosa.
Counties in which lines will be chael Tay lor of Philadelphia
cruiser
which
in
county
the
aboard
e of the
the Kentucky season average.
sailed to his new post
built include Spencer, Bullitt, heard a lyric about the American
hunt be printed on the
Whereas Kentucky's average
Nelson, Washington, Madison, yacht which defended the Amerhe license will be good hunting season ends. Licenses know a good thing when they see for the season thus far is conJessamine, Graves, Mar- ica's (Yap against Sir Thomas
'Fayette,
e county named by the
less than last year's
shall, Calloway. Breathitt, Mor- Lipton's Shamrock 1.
are good for the entire year of It, reject Beukema's resignations siderably
four
The melody haunted him but
just as regularly. Then Bcukema season average, that for the
gan, Wolfe, Letcher, Bell, Leslie,
vision again urges all 1941.
other States thus far is .t3.31 a
Knox and Whitley he was neves' able to learn the
Floyd,
Harlan,
anothout
turns
and
ahead
goes
The Division has received ren to buy their licenses
hundred pounds ahead of the
exact air and words. Receetly he
counties.
ly, particularly the $3 ports from hunters over the State er outstanding baAtetball team. average on the same markets at
These additions to rural elec- came to Eire where, while strollBeuenia, a chemistry instruc- the same time a year ago. Sales A bang-up time for Illinois
e hunting license, for within the last few days which
tric lines in Kentucky will bring ing in County Dublin, he heard
number of quail to be Indicate quail are being found tor, was drafted as coach in 1934. on markets outside Kentucky in- crows is being prepared by men electricity to a total of 25,863 a girl singing the song.
conservation deand released this more abundantly now than ear- He never had coached before and cluded in the survey are about from the state
Kathleen learned the song
partment, shown placing dyna- farm families in Kentucky it is
I greatly depend on the lier in the season. Reports point never hgd played on a real bas- 500,000 pounds heavier than last mite and steel scrap bomb In announced. There are 23 sys- from her grandfather, who comfor
f licenses sold between to the fact that quail are com- ketball team. More than that, the season, while in Kentucky they tree known to be a rookery
tems in the State flnenced by posed it. She taught it to Capthe birds. Crow blasting is anJanuary 9, when the ing out of woods, hills and school doesn't even have its own are much lighter.
protec- the Rural Electrification Admin- tain Taylor and he later made
crop
the
on
event
nual
thickets to more open cover.
her a present of $500.
gym.
istration.
tion calendar.
Beukema's first team won five
games and lost nine. The next
season they won 9, lost 5. In
1936-37 they won 11 game.: and
the district Class B title, the next
Clover, Lespedeza,
year took the district, regional
How a cooperative association
Alfalfa
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (4)— and state titles in its class. saved farmers in Livingston
JUNEAU, Alaska (iP) -- BarnCoaches who get visions of Beukema's basketball teams since county approximately $10,000 in storming basketball in the states
thumping big raises and long- then have taken the district and a record-breaking soil improve- haven't anything on Alaska high
term contracts after every cham- regional titles each season and ment program last year, Is re- school hoopsters.
pionship season furnish rc pre- have lost out in the state finals vealed in the annual reports of
While their "outside" brethren
cedent for Coach Claus Beukema, by very small margins. rhe boys Robert L. Rudolph, county agent, do their knocking around either
of Grand Rapids Christian High are all set to try again this year. and T. L. Pirtle, his assistant.
before or after the season, the
School.
Beukema's system:
Between April 26, when the Alaska cage artists get in their
Beukema starts every season
"I teach them the fundament- first ton of limestone came from travel throughout their regular
onia, Ky.
by tendering his resignation.
als and then let them go out and the cooperative crusher, to Au- season.
The school authorities, who play."
Six towns — Juneau, Douglas,
gust 31, close of the agricultural
Stair-climbing and running from room to room to
conservation program, the Liv- Wrangel, Petersburg, Ketchikan
ingston County Cooperative Soil and Skagway — comprsse the
answer the telephone or to make a call are hardships
Improvement Association deliv- Alaska high school league. The
you need no longer endure. The low-cost convenience •
ered to farms in the county 13,- principal means of travel is by
a
$1.57%
boat.
of
cost
a
at
tons
one or more extension telephones will banish these
of
866
Longest jump is between
ton.
tiring, time-wasting steps.
Organized February 9. the co- Ketchikan and Skagway. It takes
1
36 hours by boat. Longest jump
operative association March
Because it gives so much and costs so little (only
had orders for 6,500 tons of for the Juneau team is 22 hours
a few pennies a day), it really doesn't pay to try to
limestone. Armed with these to Ketchikan.
The teams play three-game seorders, the executive board was
get along without at least one extension telephone.
able to borrow from the Bank ries, so the entire trips take a
Order yours today.
for Cooperatives of the Farm week.
Because of the long jumps the
Credit Administration $4.300 for
the purchase of modern stone league is divided into northern
and southern divisions, sv.th the
crushing equipment.
INCORPORATED
A lease was taken on a quarry division winners clashing for the
near Smithiand. Included in the crown. Petersburg won this year.
cost of the limestone is a charge
of 5 cents a ton royalty to the
owner of the quarry. There also
was a charge of 12 cents a ton
as bridge toll for a large amount
of limestone delivered to farmCumberland
ers across the
river.

Livingston Farmers
Form Cooperative; Basketball Trips
Effect $10,000 Saving Are Really Trips
For Alaska Teams

Here's A Coach
Who Can't Quit;
He's Too Good

FOR SALE

sets
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Take the "R U N"
out of Running
Your Home!

0 - $12 - $15

litical subdivisions__.__
entures
stock of Federal Reserve
anks, including reserve
process of collection___
50, furniture and 11xn bank premises

ilities
uals, partnerships, and
. partnerships, and cotcal subdivisions
cashier's checks, etc.)._
$658,14410

Brockmeyer Jr.

0,11

00%
eOti..
13areitx%
Nklb.at. kk
i:t

SOUTHERR BELL TELEPHORE

Special Offer

Accounts

for

$50,000
_
ount for preferred stock)

oranda

•

es loaned) (book value:i
ment obligations, direct
to secure deposits and
to secure deposits and
g notes and bills recilssold under repurchase
Ify for exercise of flduciand for purposes other

Awake at the Switch for 1941

MAIL DELIVERIES

apital Accounts

Germans intensify
Rumanian Farming

of

January 1 through March 1
Regular Price Special Offer You Save

he Courier-Journal (Daily)

$7.80

$6.00

$1.80

he Louisville Times (Daily)

$7.80

$5.00

$2.80

he Sunday Courier-Journal

$5.00

$3.50

$1.50

Don't Miss This Money-Saving Opportunity!

MAIL YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NOW TO

. Lester, Cashier.
me this 7th iBILY of"
6,,
B. ROGERS, NotarY"
r 7, 1942.

BERLIN (W)—On the heels of
Rumania's adherence to the
"Three Powers Pact," Germany
announced its intention to raise
the agricultural production of
King Mihai's realm by delivering
1,000 tractors.
All of Rumania's estimated
7,200,000 acres of tillable soil is
Ito be tilled during the' coming
year, a government press service
announced. To train a staff of
mechanics to take care of the
tractors, a trade school has been
established near Bucharest, it
was said.
I

Kentucky's Greatest Newspapers

,
'edged assets pursuant to

aldwell, ss:
e above-named bank, do s
is true to the best of my k

You will need about 2 1-2
pounds of unshelled English walnuts to yield a pound of nut
meats. So figure out the costs of
Shelled and unshelled nuts when
purchasing them.

Try Leader Want Ads

hi

Courirr 3ountal

THE LOUISVILLE TIMES

I

Louisville, Kentucky

irectors

nno TELEGRAPH COMPRI19

NOTICE!
Annual meeting of the Stock- I
holders of the Princeton Fed- f
eral Savings & Loan !ism. will I
be held in their offize, Hen- i
'
rietta Hotel building, Friday,
January 17th, 1941, at 7 p.m..
All members requested to be I
a
present.
I
Wood,
Seorttary.
By C. M

Their New Quality Makes-These Newspapers

1

A Better Buy Than Ever!

1
1

i

Down the track, head on, comes a bright new train numbered
1941,full of power and possibilities. All we can see is the front of it. What's
behind that engine wouldn't we give a lot to know!
It may be a year of joy or a year of tragedy. It may bring us
progress and prosperity or dash our hopes. For the railroads, as for the nation,
this is a time for planning and for prayer. There are so many things we cannot
guess or know.
BUT THIS WE DO KNOW: On our railroad,as in our nation,
there is the calm confidence of ability to meet the needs of 1941.
We on the Blinois Central have in our hearts and minds the
fruits of...nearly ninety years of railway operating experience. Crises are
nothing new to an organization and a plant like ours. We have carried
through them in the past, and we will continue to carry on.
We have just completed a year in which, besides meeting all
traffic demands, we continued our preparation to handle future nooda. We
modernized approximately 100 freight locomotives, bought more than 3,000
and rebuilt more than 5,700 freight cars, reduced our percentage of temporarily unusable freight cars to 1.6,added notably to our diesel-electric switching and transfer fleet, installed one long- distance diesel electric streamline
passenger train and had in use or under construction three smaller units
for shorter runs.
SO REMEMBER THIS: Whenever 1941 approaches a turning
point in Illinois Central territory, it will find a railroad ready for action
and wide awake at the switch.

Princeton Federal
Savings & Loan
Assn.
_____

______ AmAINAI.N.NiumolttoomONNINANANMIIIIII

•

Crafts Training State Asked
Course To Start
Here January 20

FDR Gets Inaugural Tickets

Streets Built 1941 Auto License Civic Leaders
At Big Saving Selling Well Here
Through W. P. A.
,

continued from Page 1

E PRI
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domed Dr. Dialunan's 8
Clerk
'
s Office Reports and offered all possible
248 Passenger Cars the clean-up campaign.
Mrs. Henry Sevison, p
Permits Purchased
-president, spoke briefly
Property Owners And
Persons are buying their 1941 dorsement of the move.
Young Men 17 to 26
Federal Agency Add
Dr. F. T. Linton conch(
auto licenses at greater rate of
To Get Instruction
8/
1
2 Miles Of Paving speed than they did last year, speeches with a suggest
In Metal, Mechanics
In Last 5 Years
Phillip Stevens, county court city be divided into to
And Wood Working
and cleaned, either by
clerk, said Tuesday. January 14,
or hired men on certaa
Cooperation with the Works
sold
been
had
1940, license tags
A National Defense Crafts
He added rubbish could
Projects Administration has
to 18 auto owners while the same moved by transferring
Training program for out-ofsaved Princeton property owners date this year found 428 had from street sweeping Jok
school youth between the ages of
anding Warmore than $82,566 in adding 18,- been purchased.
each week, to back alleys
Butler
at
start
will
17 and 26
111 Be Re548 feet of pavement since the
Commercial truck operators city trucks, to remove
High School Monday night, Jan.
began 5 years ago, City lagged slightly behind last year which would have to be
To Bear
'work
20, Supt. Everett Howton said
said, in containers to
Emgineer Pryor McCollum said with 41 purchases January 14, he
Interest
t
this week. The program will incalls the same tate rapid removal.
this week. The approximate compared to 47
Question
of
a
new
d
clude classes in metal work,
date in 1940.
Ky., Jan. 9 01—
three and a half miles, 41 blocks,
Farm truck operators have ground, brought about bi
taught by Billy Giannini, woodohnson announced
were built at a cost of bought 195 plates so far this piration of contract jet
added
work, supervised by Ellis Jones;
gements had been
present dumping place. «•
$77,522. Had the work been done month compared to 6 last year.
and auto mechanics, taught by
ance the State's
cussed and referred tb
WPA aid it wouid have
without
owners
truck
and
auto
While
Chester Sisk. Classes will be held
tanding warrants
cost about $110,088, Mr. McCol- have until February 28 to pro- tee for further invest:.
.
from 6 until 9 o'clock in various
ave , 02,294 in interest
revealed.
figures
lum's
tags,
they
are
urged
their
cure
classrooms at the high school
three years.
the
The street building program, to buy them as soon as possible Dr.
building.
Cash ;
rds of tue preswith WPA. since to avoid the last minute rush.
collaboration
in
Metal classes, Mr. Howton said,
unpaid warrants
Given Prom otion1,097,
To Attend State FSA
1935 has included retreading of
would include practice in hot
cent interest and
Meeting At Lexington
23,000 feet of street
than
more
and cold metal work, soldering
Power Farming Show
Dr. Ralph Louard Cash
2 per cent. Johnor general improvement of five
ISABEL
and care and repair of machinthese would be
Here Tuesday, Jan. 21 Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Cash
Miss
Mr.
McColCharlotte
Adams,
P.
C.
streets
here,
miles
of
was born
ery. The instructor, Mr. Giana like total bearreceived appointment
iged
Hayden and W. P. Crawford,
lorn said. Street repair and
nini, is a graduate of Western
Mexico, i
interest.
internship
at
the
will
be
A
power
farming
show
members of the Farm Security
Chan .)er
building includes intersections
State College. Woodwork inubscribing Anticipated as proba
Administration here, will leave
and irregular blocks in the ap- held at the Princeton Implement pital in New Orleans, ace
cludes construction, maintenance
to
an
announcement by Dl the lowest interest rate the Unit
Company, Madisonville street,
Sunday,
Jan.
19,
to
attend
the
proximate
figures
released,
he
and repair, he said, under direcKentacky," he
Mx
State meeting of the FS' in Lexsaid, and numerous storm sewers Tuesday. Jan, 21. Features of the Wright, directo r. last .istory of
tion of Ellis Jones, former reTickets and engraved invitation for his own third inauguration
•weeorndeanys
ts
and gee gaofttearg,
ington. They will return Wedfree show, which is an annual There were 80 applicants
and
drainage
structures
have
t
settlement worker with 11 years'
White
President
Roosevelt
Tuesday
at
the
House
were presented to
nesday, Jan. 22.
been built along with the street event of the company as enter- positions as senior interne
make he
experience. Auto mechanics inbanks.
"
g
with
the
tainment to farmers in this area, hospital this year. Dr. •
by Joseph E. Davies (center), c irman of the arrangements com- projects.
man, an
cludes operation, repair and care
State Treasurer ,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Mitchell mittee, and Melvin Hildreth, chairman of the invitation committee.
Addition of three and I half Includes "Back to the Old Farm," selection was based on
Mexican
of trucks and autos, including
van
c
e,
n
o
n
s
a
l
d
'
t
'
a
d
and daughters, Margaret and
(Associated Press Telephoto)
miles of improved streets to five "Golden Harvest," "McDoagall's made at the hospital du
1 n
both gas and Diesel engines. Mr.
s a minimum of
or indicate
time
he
has
served
Virginia, and Mr. Tony Badger
Hay,"
"Yesterday
and
miles
Today,"
constructed
there
prior to 1935
Sisk is head mechanic at a gasubscription for the She came
•
cent
Greenville, spent Sunday with! Livestock Market
"Tested
Performance," "Right 11.1111.11111.111.11111111041.1111.1111
tie, 8.00 to 10.00; much ows, per brings Princeton's total paved
rage here and has years of ex'"'"''a,a- • '...arr= and that in adMr. Mitchell's sister, Mrs. B. G.
street figure to eight and a half from the Start" and other preperience at auto mechanics.
Reported Stronger 0 head, $40 to $60.
ents from insurCO
Harrington and Mr. Harrington.
VEALS—No. 1, $11.90; No. 2, miles, or a paved street average sentations including movies and
0
Classes will be taught in eight
banks and othGood Sale Monday
DEPENDABLE
of 21 per cent of the 40 miles of other acts. W. P. Spickard will
10.60; throwouts, 6.130 to 3.25.
'weeks term with a quota of 16
1,
41
up more D.
Muth*,
made
HOGS-180 to 230 lbs., $7.95; streets here. Princeton, with this e in charge of the program.
enrollees in each class. If stu- of classes here.
. INSURAN,'ten times over-subscripThe Princeton Livestocic Mar- 235 to 260 lbs., 7.50; 265 to 300 lbs., percentage, ranks near to. if not
dents drop from the rolls during
Hand and power tools valued
d the remaining balance.
979 hea 7.40; over 300 lbs.. 7.25; 15a to 175 first, among towns of its size in
Dr. Cynthia Counce, Hopkins- 1
terms, others will be added to at $561) have been ordered for ket reports disposing of
surer Shannon, who re- I
(By
I
In
Standard
Old
Lin,
wit
ville,
sale
the
visited
Mr.
Mondays
lbs.,
7.50;
120
to
145
lbs.,
6.80;
State,
and
Mrs.
at
Mr.
Paul
stock
of
McColloin
said.
maintain the quota, Mr. Howton the project and are expected to
predicted the warrants I Paratroop
Paving
Cunningham
roughs,
5.70
to
last
week-end.
5.95.
prujecs
panics
.
.
.
during flare
Safety :
mid. The work will be conducted arrive soon.
prices approximately .15 cents
,be wiped out by the time Powder m
years since 1935 include parts of
on an individual instruction
Property and Peace
Registration will be carried on higher than at the previous
n leaves office in 1943, in- I girl fri
111101111111111.111.111tttttt1011.lllll llllllllll II lllll1.1011111111.1111111111.111111,1
McNary, Donivan, Cave, Semi- Main.
basis, he said, with each student at Butler High School under su- week's sale, as follows:
for Yourself.
i about a half million of , Punk—B
nary, Harrison, Locust, Cadiz, During 1940 a slight decline in
advancing in accordance with pervision of Mr. Howton. Some
$11.00;
$10
to
steers.
Long fed
ould be retired by next Quail-onHyland Ave., Eagle, Hawthorne street building came as result of
his ability.
classes are already oversub- good quality fat steers, E.70 to
(
Red
FI:ecl:
lead
adand Franklin.
Mr. Howton expressed confi- scribed, Mr. Howtcn said, and all 9.50; medium quality butchei
WPA restrictions, Mr. McCollom !
# John E. Young,.A the exchange plan an— Roller sk
'
Streets
next
to
dence enrollees of the training registrants over the prescribed cattle, 7.00 to 8.50; fat COWS, 6.00
receive
attensaid,
but
work
had
progressed
at i
By Margrey Clayton
Phone 25
d Thursday interest on Raise sig
courses would be given a chance quota will be forced to await an Ito 7.00; canners and cutters, 4.00 , 'a...............................,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..............,..0 I tion, according to the city engi- a fairly rapid rate and will con- i
Princeton, Ky. 'esent uncalled warrants , Sidearm
-I neer, are Locust, McNary, Me- tinue unless unforeseen restric- E
to obtain positions in national opening at beginning of another to 5.90; bulls, 6.00 to 7.60: stock'
....kee January 20 and hold- 'Skid gre
_
The Band Concert held Friday chanic, Market. Morgan Ave. and, tions arise.
defense factories on completion term.
[cattle, 8.00 to 11.00; feeder catgiven until January 25 Snuff bo
la
- maasseeestame---'night, Jan. 10, was a great sueiange them.
cds according to those who atraiElLrefinancing foliows the
A coupl
..'ere ditended. Two numbers ,
ah
etta
n
eitrclyhweien
calling in for payment tc
dd
rected by A. G. Butler and Elizabeth Worell, consecutively.
n etoatral
w
real love,
Students are in a mix-up at
Butler. The beginning ct the
asurer's at
ready ha
Second Semester is here, and
showed a total of ment and
some students have to change
Is a splendid, delicious syrup. It is made both white and golden. All Red Fria .72 in
outstanding war- est. The t
their program in order to have
are having a big sale on this wonderful syrup. Buy it while the price is so re
which $313,978.72 al- balance o
enough "units" to graduate at
sonable. More for your Money all the time.
the end of the school year.
• • .
Miss Beulah Mullins, commerStaley's (white) ,
Miller's Toasted
cial teacher, is absent from
school because of illness.
SYRUP
10-lb. bkt,
Wheat Flakes, 2 pkgs.
• • •
(Golden-10-lb. bkt., 47c)
(Cowboy gun with each 2 phr
Mr. Tony Horn called a meetLoving Cup—The Coffee
ing after school Monday afterTop Test Sliced
With the Wonderful Flaaor
noon, to give some facts upon
No. 2 can -14b2
Pineapple
going to college to the students
COFFEE
3-lb. pkg.
A real bargain in pineapple
who are interested in going to
school. Very few students were
SCOTCH
Staley's Cube
present.
CAKES
Starch 2-1-lb. pkgs.
are four U. S. highways within a
radius of 18 miles of Princeton,
with eight State roads in the
county. The State officials will
be advised that for these seasons, and others, location of the
State's radio transmitter here
would be strategic.
The Rotary Club heard an address by Pryor McCollum in
which the city engineer outlined
steps in a program for improvements he said were greatly needed here. These included a new
hospital, a low-cost housing project, garbage disposal, loading
and unloading of trucks off of
Main street, with a parking lot
off Washington street, in Black
Bottom, and a new program for
street improvement.
Rotarian 0 M. Newton, Hopkinsville; Merle Drain, new Penney store manager; George
Stephens, Clyde Twisdale and
Mr. McCollum were guests.

Finds
To Save
102,294

'Olde,

Ralph

D

Butler High
Brevities

9

Final Clearance

of
WOMEN'S

20 C"-

49c

Fall and Winter Footwear

900 A Shoe
1$2°°APair

l of $1,65nrt0the
thusredtici9

SALE

STARTS THUR.,JAN.16
ENDS MON.,JAN.20
Our Fall Stock of Women
'
s Black and Brown Suede
and Kid Style Shoes Included In This Sale.

Formerly Priced to S6.95

39c

9ie

lb. 15C

15
27

Burrell

Butler Is Beaten By

FRUIT

Madisonville, 38 to 28

BARS

Butler's basketeers dropped the
opening game of the season to
Madisonville Tue.sday night by a
score of 38 to 28, at Madisonville.
The Bengals, never able to cope
with the fast breaking Maroon
offense, were behind all I he way,
managing once in the closing
moments of play to come within
four points of the Madisonville
squad.
A. G. Butler, forward for Butler, took high scoring honors
with 15 points besides playing a
bang-up game. Coach Cox used
12 players: Butler, McConnell,
McCaslin, Boone, Childress, Stallins, Woodall, Keeny, Miller, Pryor, Laverty and Griffith.

Ii
Ai-41
lb.
Aw2,-`
'
-

Woodbury's Facial
Soap, 2

Country—Bright and Pretty

reg. size cakes
6 lg. boxes

Ellendale, all green, center cute

All Go At 1 Ma
e $2.00 a Pair
NISELY, CONNIE & PARIS FASHION.

at 2 P.M.,"The Evangelistic
Hour" will be heard over

Princeton Shoe Co.

W.H.O.P. Hopkinsvillp

Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray.

Rev. Albert Kemp

drk

•Lor
6 pounds Afivirq'

RICE
Big Boy Vegetable

öIle'
3 tall cans' e-F

All in 1 Fruit

Texene Unsweetened Grapefruit 1

Cocktail

tall can 10C

Fairy Bake
FLOUR

24-lb. bag57C

Juice, extra large can -115
_ Today's DeLuxe—Most delicious 1
Plums,lg. No.21
/
2can "
11

BETTER MEAT VALUES
7'2c

Mutton Roast
lb.
(Hindquarter—lb., 10c)
Sugar Cured-Whole or half strip

Beginning Tuesday, Jan. 21,

15c

lb. 1162

SOUP

BACON
All Made By PARADISE, RED CROSS, SHELBY,

Dried Apples
Extra fine quality

Asparagus, 2 tall cans

Forequarter

Radio Broadcast

15C

Satin Top
Matches

Sweetheart—Extra large
S
Soap Flakes, 5-lb. box

lb.

19

Frankfurters

-501
lb. JIAP02

BOLOGNA

lb.

1

FRESH FRUIT — FRESH VEGETABLES — FRESH ME'
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME.

Red Front Stores
CASH & CARRY

